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ABSTRACT:  

This thesis explores moments of contact and touch within Paradise Lost in the context of 

Milton's much-discussed material monism. I argue that touch operates in the poem in 

accordance with Milton's monism as a process of unification and merging occurring on 

both corporeal and spiritual planes. Touch in Paradise Lost, I contend, generates a notion 

of 'haptic reciprocity' that destabilizes hierarchies and distinctions between man and God, 

man and woman, and subject and object. I frame my project by exploring three tactile 

poles: divine contact between Milton himself and God, and kiss and hand-holding 

between Adam and Eve. To strengthen my argument, I draw on a wide range of sources, 

including premodern ontology, Medieval mysticism, and the philosophy of touch. 

Ultimately, by offering a haptic reading of Milton's complicated metaphysics, I attempt to 

uncover the essence of Milton's spirituality within materiality.  
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 The Bible’s creation narrative proposes a metaphysical dualism set in motion by 

contact between the Holy Spirit and the abyss: “And the earth was without form, and 

void; and darkness was upon the face of the deep. And the Spirit of God moved upon the 

face of the waters” (King James Bible, Gen. 1:2). Significantly, the Holy Spirit does not 

penetrate the void but expands across its surface. This moment of overlap establishes a 

scaffolded ontology where God and matter touch but do not unify, ultimately remaining 

parallel and imbricated not within a horizontal plane but sequenced within a vertical 

depth. Though God may have helmed creation, he exists independent of all matter and 

substance. Indeed, the subsequent passages of Genesis work to solidify this distance 

between soul and matter, as God begins assembling world from an external position like a 

craftsman, sculpting the “waters under the heaven…unto one place” and naming the “dry 

[land] Earth” seemingly on his own whim (1:4). The cosmic touch in Genesis is one 

firmly rooted in the dichotomies between soul and matter, between subject and object. 

Plato’s Timaeus, another foundational text of premodern metaphysics, offers a secular 

account of touch’s dichotomizing capabilities. “Hard is the name given to all things to 

which our flesh yields; and soft to those which yield to the flesh,” he asserts, conveying 

touch with the same subject-object split proffered by Genesis (229). For Plato, haptic 

perception is a process similar to the activity of taxonomy; the subject reaches out toward 

its object, experiences its characteristics, and then classifies with the authority of a little 

God. The moments of touch in both Timaeus and Genesis share the same logic and 

hierarchy, creating division between subject and object while simultaneously granting the 

subject mastery over the object. To touch is to divide and conquer, both texts suggest.  
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 The medieval and early modern periods, however, altered this discourse 

surrounding haptic interaction with intimations of syncretic mutuality, especially within 

Christian accounts of creation. The fourteenth-century mystic Johannes Tauler pinpointed 

the foundation of man’s soul within a reciprocal exchange of “movements” oscillating “in 

and out of God” that granted man a “Divine existence” (321). “Everything tells of God,” 

Tauler wrote, collapsing distinctions between soul and matter by exploring how repeated 

instances of touch could narrow the gap between flesh and God (321). Angela of Foligno, 

a contemporary of Tauler, envisioned a similar fertilization of God and matter through 

spontaneous rush of feeling: 

 I beheld and comprehended the whole of creation, that is, what is on this side and   

 what is beyond the sea, the abyss, the sea itself, and everything else. And in   

 everything I saw, I could perceive nothing except the presence of the power of   

 God, and in a manner totally indescribable. And my soul in an excess of wonder   

 cried out, 'This world is pregnant with God!’ (169-70) 

Though Angela of Foligno initially perceives this unification through an optic vantage 

point, she encounters the affective limits of sight, and thus, relies on the prime effect of 

touch, feeling, to tell of God’s material omnipresence. Her vision, like Tauler’s, 

reconciles the dualist foundation laid out in Genesis by imagining touch as a mode of 

perception that assembles rather than divides. While medieval mysticism helped develop 

this matter-soul union, early modern theories of monism expanded it into formidable, 

enduring frameworks of religious and philosophical thought. A brief inquiry into 

seventeenth-century metaphysics yields a variety of unifications between God and matter. 
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Thomas Hobbes controversially imagined an “eternal Corporeal Spirit” where God 

existed as an extension throughout the world (31). Spinoza also considered God an 

“absolutely infinite…substance” able to express an “eternal and infinite essence” (85). 

But the haptic link between this combination of matter and spirit can be seen most vividly 

in Sir Thomas Browne’s Religio Medici and within St. Teresa’s famous vision of religious 

ecstasy. Browne spoke of “an universal and common Spirit to the whole World” and 

imagined the birth of the cosmos through tactile incubation: “This is that gentle heat that 

brooded on the waters, and in six days hatched the World” (30). Browne, quite 

significantly, replaces “moved” in Genesis with “brood,” which the OED explicates as 

“To sit on (eggs) so as to hatch them; to incubate” and “To produce by brooding upon; to 

breed” (OED). No longer does the Holy Spirit merely hover across the void but uses its 

own essence to fertilize and hatch world. The abyss and the Holy Spirit collaborate in a 

reproductive tactility. St. Teresa, though writing a century before Browne, envisioned this 

union between soul and body through the bliss of the erotic. In her vision, St. Teresa is 

stabbed by the Holy Spirit, visualized here as a flaming “long golden spear” held by a 

“cherubim” (164). The penetration forces out “several moans” of pleasure and leaves her 

“completely afire with a great love for God” (164). While the sexual subtext of St. 

Teresa’s vision is obvious, it augments Browne’s narrative by offering an erotics of divine 

touch that can be used as a foundation for critical inquiry into early modern monistic 

materialism and its relationship to the haptic. If touch serves as the link between God and 

matter, between soul and body then how might we characterize and develop a 
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phenomenology of these moments of touch? Can the erotic, with its emphasis on 

reciprocity, sacrifice, and erasure, serve as a starting point?  

 Though a twentieth-century construction, Georges Bataille’s notion of inner 

experience offers a theoretical foundation that points toward answers to these questions. 

An elusive phrase that Bataille does not systematically define, inner experience, or 

“mystic experience,” constitutes “states of ecstasy, of rapture” that swallow whole and 

thus ironically become “value and authority,” generating a supreme sovereignty that is 

principled upon the demolition of hierarchy and the construction of “community” (3-6). 

More simply, inner experience seeks to characterize an encounter with the transcendent 

that lives beyond the dichotomies of discourse, yet one that still requires the interaction 

between subject and object to occur in order to achieve what Bataille calls 

communication, a profound “unity” that, of course, “does not preserve itself” but lives in 

“waves” and “undulations” (59). “There is no longer subject-object, but a yawning gap 

between the one and the other and, in the gap, the subject, the object are dissolved,” he 

writes (59). Does this not recall Tauler’s oscillating movements and the reciprocal logic 

undergirding Browne’s creation narrative? Significantly for Bataille, the erotic functions 

as a process that can lead one toward inner experience as its objective always works 

toward the little death, this shift from discontinuity to continuity, the annihilation of One 

into the Other at the crux of sexual embrace. “The communication of two individuals 

occurs when they lose themselves in sweet, shared slime,” he posits in On Nietzsche, 

drawing clear links between Eros (the fluids of sex) and Thanatos (primordial ooze) (95). 

Lastly, Bataille emphasizes the importance of “nakedness” in the process of achieving 
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inner experience as “it awakens us to an awareness of physical touch” that allows two 

lovers to “open to more than what [they] are” (95). Touch becomes a portal to self-

annihilation where “we obliterate ourselves in the absence of animal limits” (95). When 

examined through a Bataillean lens, then, St. Teresa’s moans resound as those of ecstasy 

and despair, as the cherub’s stabbing eradicates Self but also dissolves the scaffolding 

between Self and God’s authority into a brief amalgamation. Bataille’s inner experience 

can be harnessed as a framework for the purpose of illuminating and uncovering the 

complicated relationships and networks between touch and monism. 

 John Milton’s Paradise Lost serves as one of the best early modern texts to begin 

drafting such a haptic phenomenology. From the poem’s opening invocation in which the 

blind Milton begs for divine contact so that he may “justify the ways of God to men,” to 

its final image of Adam and Eve clasping hands after the Fall, touch not only reigns as the 

supreme sense but also generates moments of totality not unlike Bataille’s inner 

experience (I.26). In Book VII, when Raphael warns Adam and Eve of the temptations 

involving carnal lust, the angel inadvertently celebrates “the sense of touch” as the 

medium “whereby mankind / Is propagated” (VIII.579-80). Though Raphael intends to 

alert the couple, his speech implies the presence of links between creativity and touch. It 

is clear that for Milton a perfect monism can be achieved only through moments of 

contact, where two entities reach out, and in effect, become one. Indeed, Miltonists have 

long engaged in discussion of the poet’s purported belief in monistic materialism, and 

there are moments in De Doctrina Christiana alluding to this devotion that support such 

inquiries: “But that the spirit of man should be separate from the body, so as to have a 
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perfect and intelligent existence independently of it, is nowhere said in Scripture” (191). 

Stephen Fallon reads these lines as evidence of Milton’s belief in “corporeal spirits,” a 

merging of matter with incorporeal substance that Fallon draws from Hobbes and situates 

at the metaphysical center of Paradise Lost (117). While his assessment is sound, it 

doesn’t account for how the merging occurs through moments of touch. The objective of 

this paper is to fill this gap in Miltonic criticism by offering a haptic reading of Paradise 

Lost that doubles as a mode of access into early modern conceptions of the relationship 

between soul and body. Moreover, I do not proffer a Bataillean reading of the poem but 

rather intend to utilize inner experience and his work on eroticism as lodestars throughout 

my typology. Touch, I contend, serves as a key access point into Paradise Lost’s 

metaphysical puzzle.  

 The Invocation in Book I puts forth an ontology that has mostly come to be 

understood within the critical imaginary as Milton’s aesthetic rendering of monist 

materialism. The scene’s key moment of contact occurs as Milton calls upon the Holy 

Spirit for divine inspiration and begins to envision the birth of the universe through the 

imagery of sexual reproduction:  

 Instruct me, for thou know’st; thou from the first 

 Wast present, and with mighty wings outspread 

 Dove-like sat’st brooding on the vast abyss 

 And mad’st it pregnant: what in me is dark 

 Illumine,… (I.19-22)   
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Much like Browne’s creation narrative, Milton’s construction of world departs from 

Genesis and other standard theological origin stories by imagining the Holy Spirit not as 

an external artificer but as an incubating hermaphroditic bird that enthusiastically 

impregnates the abyss. To be sure, this is not the standard dove of innocence found 

throughout Christianity, and it’s difficult imagining the ever-ambitious Milton echoing a 

contemporary merely for the sake of citation. Upon further scrutiny of these lines, one 

can glean from their reproductive imagery what Bloom would call an “assertion against 

influence,” a desire to push beyond Browne’s rather flat creation anecdote and into an 

affective, sensual rewriting of Genesis that can not only be read but felt, and it is 

precisely this tactile weight lurking at the crux of Milton’s particular form of monism 

(65). Where Browne’s avian imagining of the Holy Spirit tenderly nests upon the waters 

of the abyss with patient calm, Milton’s “Dove-like” creature spreads its “mighty 

wings…And mad’st it pregnant,” birthing the universe through a much more invasive 

form of contact than Browne’s delicate incubation (I.20-22). Milton’s bird-Spirit does not 

merely cover the void or expand across its surface but fills it with Being through a 

moment of sexual contact that etches away at the distinction between the sacred and the 

profane. It is telling that he includes the word, “pregnant,” here as it evokes notions of 

reproduction and reciprocal exchange. The OED categorizes “pregnant” within “the body 

or physical phenomena” and defines it as “Of a woman or other female mammal: having 

offspring developing in the uterus…Frequently with (the offspring), by (the male parent)” 

(OED). The Holy Spirit fills the abyss with its own material, and the two in effect 

become lovers. Matter becomes suffused with soul through reproductive touch. Eros 
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collides with Thanatos and the two dissolve into a mixture. Indeed, in Book 7, Raphael 

narrates to Adam and Eve the very same encounter with even more tactile splendor, 

noting with detail the mixing of substance that occurs during celestial contact as the 

“brooding wings the Spirit of God outspread, / And vital virtue infused, and vital 

warmth / Throughout the fluid Mass” (VII.235-37). 

 While the objective of this divine penetration may be fecundity, quite literally the 

creation of the world, erotic and gendered undertones are not entirely absent. Both dove 

and abyss seem to relish the touch. The traditionally-sacred dove assumes a Herculean 

pose as it displays its great wings during the sudden blow of penetration, an unfurling that 

sits adjacent to the erotic in two ways. On the physical level, the expanding wings can be 

read as an embodied reflex of pleasure set in motion by the ecstasy of soul-matter 

contact, an enraptured expression akin to St. Teresa’s moans. Intellectually and 

spiritually, however, the T-pose of the spread wings approaches the self-demolition of the 

erotic by evoking notions of sacrifice through its resemblance to the biological image of 

brood patching—the process by which birds pluck their own feathers to warm their 

offspring during incubation—and the religious image of Christ’s sacrifice. As the two 

entities meet, both undergo a destruction of self and experience a shift from discontinuity 

to continuity, to use Bataille’s terms, and merge into what Raphael describes in Book V 

as “one matter all, / endued with various forms” (472-3). Thus, world becomes suffused 

with spirit through gestures of reproduction that contain the erotic weight of self-

sacrifice. Milton uses the divine contact contained within the Invocation to collapse the 
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matter-spirit dualism put forth in Genesis into a monistic whole, and the center of his 

revision sits at the physical interaction between abyss and Holy Spirit. 

 However, this mutualism undergoes a change in presence during the temporal 

shift from pre- to postlapsarian. Before the Fall, man exists as something close to 

corporeal angel, “differing but in degree, of kind the same,” fleshy forms not far from 

becoming “proper substance” (V.490-93). Adam and Eve apprehend Eden as a “universal 

frame” filled with traces of the “parent of good, / Almighty” (V.153-54). The “heavens” 

may remain “invisible or dimly seen” but God’s presence can be felt “without end” 

throughout (V.156-65). For man after the Fall, however, this mutualism still remains but 

cannot be regularly discerned by mortals cast to walk “their solitary way” (XII. 649). It is 

no coincidence that Milton shifts immediately from the cosmic to the human after 

narrating the moment of impregnation during the Invocation. He knows that the division 

between abyss and Holy Spirit is now no longer, fused into a simultaneously there and 

not-there omnipresence that composes world but remains hidden from his postlapsarian 

inability to perceive. God is now immanent and transcendent at once. To achieve a certain 

form of inner experience and summon “eternal providence,” then, he invokes the 

crucifixion through the image of the Spirit’s wings, initiating what Bataille would call 

communication, a touch from God, or more lexically, communion (I.25). Indeed, Bataille 

ascribes to the crucifixion a potentiality of communication that accords with the divine 

touch of Milton’s invocation. For Bataille, the crucifixion is a crime of syncretism, “a 

night of death wherein Creator and creatures bled together and lacerated each other,” that, 

despite its status within Christianity as the “greatest sin ever committed,” ultimately 
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provides “creatures” a portal to “communicate with their creator” (ON, 17-18). By 

invoking the sacrifice of the crucifixion through the image of the Holy Spirit’s unfurled 

wings, Milton commits a similar transgression of his own; his wish for divine contact 

initiates a destruction of both himself, and more controversially, of God as communion at 

large must always be achieved through collapsed dualism and some allusion to the 

crucifixion. The ontological logic of Milton’s Invocation goes as follows: The initial 

touch between abyss and Holy Spirit produces a world of totality which eventually 

occludes its own tangibility after man commits its “first disobedience” (1.1). Thus, 

Milton can only connect with the Holy Spirit through the erasure of communion, and if 

communion denotes communication between creature and creator as Bataille suggests, 

then touch must serve as the linchpin in the process of achieving what we may call inner 

experience.   

 Given this intersection between eros and abyss, it seems fitting to begin analysis 

of Milton’s diegetic world by paying close attention to a bodily site that also functions 

paradoxically between creation and destruction: the mouth. Jean-Luc Nancy’s haptic 

theory considers the “opening of the mouth” a portal to the creation of the individual, as 

it “opens and forms” spacing for “ego” to take shape (111-12). In other words, the mouth, 

by way of serving as the mediator for utterance, articulation, and language, creates space 

for “recognition…of the human being” (112). The individual is reified and thrown into 

the world (what Nancy calls “being-saying”) by the opening and closing of this fleshy 

gap (x). “The mouth is the opening of Ego, Ego is the opening of the mouth,” he writes 

(112). For Nancy, the mouth is the bodily site whereby the subject articulates its own 
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individuality, and while this pronunciation may birth subjectivity, it is one tethered to the 

limits of flesh. The dramatic weight of Nancy’s theory lies in its implication that the 

mouth, rather than the brain, serves as the origin of man’s woes. But what happens when 

two mouths collide? Does a destruction or suspension of ego occur during a kiss? Pablo 

Maurette suggests so. In his meditations on touch, Maurette interprets the kiss as the 

“final frontier between body and soul” that unifies two independent beings into a whole 

(88). To illuminate his point, Maurette invokes Francesco Patrizi’s Delfino which 

explores the kiss as an activity where swapping spit serves as a mutual exchange of spirit. 

Maurette unpacks Patrizi’s understanding of spirit as “an entity that mediates between the 

purely material and purely spiritual,” a divine but “subtle vapor produced in the 

bloodstream” that seeps through the “pores” and through the “eyes in the form of rays 

that ignite erotic desire” (87). As Maurette notes, Patrizi’s philematology unifies the 

dichotomies between self and Other, between material and spirit through the touch of 

kiss.  

 There is no shortage of kissing in Paradise Lost, and the poem is, to borrow a 

phrase from Nancy, “an epic of the mouth,” from its climax of oral disobedience to its 

dictated authorship (x). To understand Milton’s tactile form of monism as it relates to 

man, a philematology of Adam and Eve from pre- to postlapsarian must be drawn. 

Though the couple live (in)dependently from each other in a “happy state” in Eden, their 

happiness is contingent upon active cultivation of their environment, their personal 

relationship, and upon their mutual obedience toward God (I.29). Adam and Eve must 

collaborate to maintain paradise in what Kristin McColgan calls a “dynamics of 
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reciprocity” (77), and their kissing operates as an embodied mechanism that initiates such 

a convergence. Ultimately, the kiss in Paradise Lost serves as a gesture of 

correspondence that collapses the distinctions between matter and soul into one totality; 

kissing grants corporeal beings access to the divine. A significant kiss between the couple 

occurs as Eve concludes the story of her creation in Book IV, initiating an embrace with  

     our first father, half her swelling breast  

 Naked met his under the flowing gold  

 Of her loose tresses hid: he in delight  

 Both of her beauty and submissive charms  

 Smiled with superior love, as Jupiter  

 On Juno smiles, when he impregns the Clouds  

 That shed May Flowers; and pressed her matron lip  

 With kisses pure. (IV.495-502) 

These lines present a conflict. On one hand, they point toward a perfect mutuality that 

should be apparent within Eden, a seemingly uncontaminated space that “may compare 

with Heaven” (V.432). Their swelling chests meet to compose a unity of distinct halves, a 

merging punctuated by the action of joining lips. The kiss sets in motion an optic collapse 

as the two faces inch closer toward one another, blurring four eyes into one Cyclopean 

totality. Gaze converts into haptic, sight into proprioception as the kiss briefly suspends 

individuality by connecting two subjectivities into one. Moreover, the kiss carries with it 

a reciprocal exchange of saliva and, thus, as Maurette and Patrizi would have it, spirit. 

Adam and Eve, through kissing, blend self, matter, and spirit into one amalgamation. And 
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of course, the kisses are not described with the language of eros but with the innocence of 

purity; the notion of sacrifice required by the erotic not yet merited in Eden. In short, the 

two embrace in a shared moment of “conjugal attraction unreproved” that obviously 

invokes the Holy Matrimony (IV.493). Under this lens, Adam and Eve’s kissing can be 

characterized exactly as Milton has it: pure. The readerly disappointment commonly felt 

toward the prelapsarian couple stems from this very purity, this precise distillation of a 

heteronormative relationship. The two inhabit a microcosmic extension of Heaven, so 

their physical interaction is merely an augmented expression of “love unlibidinous” (V. 

449). 

  However, and perhaps quite obviously, these lines problematize a mutuality of 

touch by constructing a gendered hierarchy among Adam and Eve as their seemingly 

reciprocal embrace gives way to the language of subordination. Are these kisses actually 

pure? Joe Moshenska attempts to resolve this incommensurability by arguing that “the 

movement from reciprocity to domination” in this scene “is rehearsed…not merely 

endorsed,” and that Milton is able to explore these “fantasies” of mutuality since Adam 

and Eve’s touching occurs “before the Fall” (13-14). While Moshenska’s analysis offers a 

compelling resolution to Adam and Eve’s hierarchy by paying close attention to the 

spatiality of Eden, its dismissal of reciprocal touch as prelapsarian illusion loses steam 

when considering the scene’s narrative framing. A colon immediately follows Adam and 

Eve’s “kisses pure,” initiating a turn toward free indirect speech that throws into question 

the legitimacy of the preceding lines: “aside the Devil turned / For envy, yet with jealous 

leer malign / Eyed them askance, and to himself thus plained” (IV502-4). The colon, with 
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its explicatory function, reveals that the observation of Adam and Eve’s embrace and its 

subsequent commentary stem from the vantage point of Satan, who is characterized 

through the optic and objectifying language of surveillance. Satan ascribes hierarchy to 

Adam and Eve because he is unable to comprehend a perfect totality of touch as a fallen 

angel. The contact still occurs, but it cannot be seen to its watcher. It is telling that Milton 

obscures the climax of the couple’s embrace under Eve’s “loose tresses,” as both Satan 

and reader do not have visual access to its reciprocity. Moreover, the scene’s problematic 

comparison of Adam to the impregnating Jupiter, which previous to the shift in narrative 

operated to renew misogynistic notions of woman as deceiver, now seems fitting from the 

perspective of Satan who figures in the poem as jealousy and lack personified. Indeed, he 

is later compared to “Ammonian Jove” during his transformation into “serpent kind” (IX.

504-8). If there is a haptic hierarchy within Eden it only occurs through the mediation of 

Satan’s narration.  

  Though the kiss may be mediated by Satan, it would be myopic if not 

irresponsible to deny the presence of a gendered, ideological hierarchy within Eden 

outside of his perspective. Shortly after the romantic gesture, Eve, in some of the poem’s 

most troubling lines, pledges allegiance to Adam’s superiority: “My author and disposer, 

what thou bidd’st / Unargued I obey” (IV. 635-36). While this elocution may urge some 

critics to accept Dr. Johnson’s famous suspicion that Milton had a Turkish contempt for 

females, it is important to note that the utterance occurs outside of physical embrace, 

firmly within the divisions and reifications that accompany individuality. Another 

moment of kiss between Adam and Eve, this time narrated from an omniscient 
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perspective, illuminates how touch collapses hierarchies through intimacy. When Eve 

recounts her dream of the Fall, she begins to cry, moving Adam into offering a peculiar 

kiss, a moment that marks the beginning of trouble in paradise:  

  But Silently a gentle tear let fall  

  From either eye, and wiped them with her hair 

  Two other precious drops that ready stood,  

  Each in their crystal sluice, he ere they fell 

  Kissed as the gracious signs of sweet remorse  

  And Pious awe, that feared to have offended. (V.130-35)  

This is not a kiss of the mouth but a kiss of the eye, and unlike the preceding kiss it 

creates through mutual destruction, laying the foundation for the logic that will dominate 

haptic interaction post-Fall. Eve’s tears do not merely express anxiety surrounding the 

dream but also embody the sorrow of encountering the presence of one’s own free will, 

so she desperately tries to mop the liquid with the hair that once enclosed a perfect 

reciprocity between she and Adam. Her attempts fail and Adam places his lips on her 

eyes as consolation, a positioning that has a significant implication of sacrifice. By 

kissing away the tears, Adam drinks and absorbs Eve’s burgeoning feelings of alienation 

and guilt. He quite literally tastes her vision, allowing it to infiltrate deep into his own 

affective networks, submitting his will to her own overwhelming sense of grief. Her tears 

become his. The two begin to share a sense of paradise lost, and hierarchies of gender 

momentarily dissolve into mutual responsibility. Eve is not the only culprit responsible 
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for the Fall, but Adam now too. Kiss not only unifies the corporeal and the spiritual but 

also destabilizes systems of rank. 

  If Adam and Eve’s prelapsarian kissing can be characterized as a form of pure 

reciprocity that successfully narrows the gap between creature and creator and self and 

Other, then their postlapsarian haptic relationship exists as a flawed mirror image where 

kiss serves as an erotic gesture of lust, divorced from but aimed toward God. Here, a 

theoretical framework for interpreting kiss as it relates directly to man is merited, and 

Lucretius offers an analysis that can be used to illuminate the nature of Adam and Eve’s 

kissing post-Fall. As two lovers “dash mouth against mouth in kissing,” he considers, 

“there is hope that from the same body, whence comes the source of their flame, the fire 

may in turn be quenched,” (179). While the goal of the romantic kiss is perfect 

reciprocity, a systolic-diastolic interaction between two independent bodies, its aim 

invariably misses its target since the unification is bound to to the finitude of corporeality. 

For Lucretius, the kiss is chimera, a fantasy of divine mutuality that leaves those who 

chase it in an exhausting cycle of disappointment and “cursed desire” (180). Kiss 

attempts to merge spirit and body—perhaps the great objet petit a for Lucretius—but 

always falls short in the realm of flesh. 

  Indeed, one of the prime consequences surrounding Eve’s act of disobedience in 

Paradise Lost is the establishment of an embodied experience where God’s presence lies 

hidden from the couple’s senses. The affective exterior of this new world is not governed 

by God’s perceptible spirit but by a pervasive “carnal desire inflaming…in lust they 

burn” (IX.1013-15). The couple’s first sexual interaction after the Fall follows the 
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chimeric logic put forth by Lucretius. Their kisses do not resound as the clarions of 

perfect mutual harmony but as the disenchanted echoes of the nonevent. The bliss of 

reciprocity once felt by both in Eden, that attraction unreproved, decays into a feeling 

redolent of “new wine intoxicated” (IX.1007), and kisses once pure warp into the 

exasperating “amorous play” of the pleasure principle (IX.1045). Adam and Eve, 

rendered all too human, aim to regain divine contact through “love’s disport” rather than 

active cultivation or devotion to a now-imperceptible God (IX.1042). Attempts at 

communication between man and God are displaced to a temporalized zone of swelling 

bodies, wild desire, and sexual inebriety rather than the infinite purity of paradise. “So 

inflame my sense / With ardor to enjoy thee,” Adam tells Eve after the Fall (IX.1031-32). 

Spirit must now be located through sustained attention to flesh and feeling. However, the 

physical intensity of this cycle of desire eventually exhausts Adam and Eve into the 

“dewy sleep” of terminated perception (IX.1044). The two attempt to rediscover a 

reciprocal blend of spirit and matter through kiss but their efforts are futile and the result 

is exasperation. In short, kissing in Eden after the Fall attempts to restore perfect 

reciprocity but its logic remains locked within a Lucretian cycle of desire. Lust, rather 

than reciprocity, reigns supreme.  

  The question of significance here can be traced back to Lucretius: is this fantasy? 

Are Adam and Eve, after the Fall, caught within recursive loops of embodied desire, 

ensnared within a cycle of exasperating disappointment set in motion by the erotic kiss? 

Or can the couple achieve a perfect haptic reciprocity? By examining a different but 

significant form of touch within Paradise Lost—clasped hands—one can uncover 
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possibilities of such mutuality. Theoretically, the action of joining hands collapses 

hierarchies in a way that shares similarities to Adam and Eve’s “kisses pure” while 

simultaneously avoiding the pitfall of desire concealed within the postlapsarian erotic 

kiss. In Phenomenology of Perception, Maurice Merleau-Ponty offers a theory of touch 

centered on the notion of “double sensations,” which he reifies through the image of “two 

hands together” (106). The conjoined hands, he contends, cannot be perceived as “two 

objects placed side by side” but as a more reciprocal setup where “both hands can 

alternate the roles of touching and touched,” offering a theory of perception constructed 

by an oscillation between subject-object that blurs the distinction between toucher and 

touched, and therefore, the lines between subject and object (106). “In this bundle of 

bones and muscles which my right hand presents to my left, I can anticipate for an instant 

the integument or incarnation of that other right hand, alive and mobile,” Merleau-Ponty 

writes, withdrawing from touch possibilities of the divine (106-7); both hands seem to 

breathe life into one another. This double sensation imagined by the clasped hands can be 

read as a model of perception where world is built through a dialectical intertwining or 

overlapping, yet one that is divorced from the loops of desire integral to the erotic kiss.  

  In Milton’s pre- and postlapsarian temporalities, the logic of clasped hands 

anticipates Merleau-Ponty’s theory of double sensations, pointing toward an ideal set of 

relationship dynamics that dismantles hierarchies of being and sutures the always-tenuous 

threads linking man and God. Significantly, the first instance of hand in hand contact 

between Adam and Eve occurs shortly after the poem introduces the couple through its 

infamous lines of gendered grading: “Not equal as their sex not equal seemed / For 
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contemplation and valor formed, / For softness she and sweet attractive grace” (IV. 

296-8). Obviously, Adam is cast in the lead as a figure of rationality, Eve’s “guide / And 

head” (IV.442-3), and Eve is relegated to objecthood as a work of aesthetic splendor, or 

perhaps an erotic mirror image, “Heav’n’s last best gift” (V.19). Yet as soon as this 

inequality is established it is dismantled by touch:  

  So passed they naked on, nor shunned the sight 

  Of God or angel, for they thought no ill: 

  So hand in hand they passed, the loveliest pair 

  That ever since in love’s embraces met,  

  Adam the goodliest of men since borne  

  His sons the fairest of her daughters Eve. (IV. 319-324) 

The two begin their walk through Eden naked and shameless but divided, perfect 

independent selves still subject to the respective positions of power and subordination 

outlined in Milton’s sexual dichotomy. However, upon entering the beatific gaze of God, 

the pair’s hands join together. The touch unifies Adam’s rational mind with Eve’s 

aesthetic spirit, and the two become complementary halves of a blended one, a “Fair 

couple linked in happy nuptial league” (IV. 339). The hands work together as a seal of 

mutuality, and the two engage in a haptic tête-à-tête where both alternate between subject 

and object, toucher and touched. No longer are systems of rank able to reify within the 

criss-cross interplay of touch. Indeed, on a formal level, the conclusion of this scene 

offers a complementary parallelism between Adam as “the goodliest of men” and Eve as 

the “fairest of her daughters,” generating an impression of the stamp devoted to a 
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codependence between head and heart (IV. 324-25). Moreover, this interaction between 

Adam and Eve constructs a trinity—one that can be outlined as Man-Woman-God—

linking creature to creator. The conjunction, “so,” in line 321 operates as a divine 

imperative; God, upon viewing the pair exploring Eden for the first time, reaches out and 

blends Adam and Eve’s inequality into one dynamic reciprocity, forcing the couple into a 

wholeness according more with his omnipotence. In short, the impetus of their joining 

hands stems from God’s very own desire, a motion that assembles clear links between the 

divine and touch. It becomes clear that touch, and in specific the joining of hands in 

paradise, not only works to dissolve hierarchies within the realm of man but also fulfills a 

duty of collaboration that originates directly from God.  

  The final lines of the poem further emphasize touch’s ability to equalize and 

connect. However, before the poem’s haptic denouement, the archangel Michael offers 

Adam a didactic framework for a way of being, often discussed by Miltonists as paradise 

within, that emphasizes reciprocity: 

      […] only add  

  Deeds to thy knowledge answerable, add faith,  

  Add virtue, patience, temperance, add love,  

  By name to come called charity, the soul  

  Of all the rest: then wilt not be loath  

  To leave this Paradise, but shalt possess 

  A Paradise within thee, happier far. (XII.581-87) 
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In the second line cited, Michael speaks through contradiction, telling Adam to combine 

epistemological quest with leaps of faith, suggesting that human life can indeed reconnect 

with its divine father and shape the “Earth” into “Paradise, far happier place than this of 

Eden” (XII. 463-64) through the blending of binaries. Indeed, many of the virtues 

outlined in Michael’s discourse such as patience, temperance, and charity, all carry the 

weight of reconciliation, finding harmony between self and other, between will and 

desire. So if the didactic crux of Milton’s epic involves the reciprocity of paradise within, 

then how might Adam and Eve go about achieving it? The poem, of course, ends before it 

can provide a clear answer, but its final lines do point toward a resolution during two 

moments of touch. After concluding his lesson to Adam, Michael “in either hand…caught 

/ Our ling’ring parents, and to th’ eastern gate, / Led them direct, and down the 

cliff” (XII. 637-39). By punctuating his speech on paradise within through hand in hand 

contact with Adam and Eve, Michael renews the trinity between Man-Woman-God, a 

spiritual connection reified by touch that remains as the trio descends beyond the borders 

of paradise. Though Michael disappears as the couple pass through “the gate”of Eden 

into “the world … all before them,” the spirit-touch unification persists as the two choose 

“providence their guide” and enter paradise lost “hand in hand with wandering steps and 

slow” (XII. 643-48). Now banished from perceiving the divine, Adam and Eve join hands 

as a means to retain traces of Michael’s trinity and achieve their own paradise within a 

world of corporeal horror. The poem’s final image of clasped hands, though certainly 

imagined with tragic gravitas, points toward a resolution, a perfect way of being that is 
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structured upon the reciprocity of touch and contact. God may not be perceptible to the 

pair, but touch brings them closer to his presence within a paradise lost. 
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